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Soviet Flower Power: How an oral history of Soviet hippies became a

documentary film

The hippie movement that captivated hundreds of thousands of young people in the

West had a profound impact on the other side of the Iron Curtain. In the Soviet Union a

colorful crowd of artists, musicians, freaks, vagabonds and other long-haired drop-outs

created their own underground social network that drew together those who disliked

Soviet conformity, enjoyed rock music and travelling, and believed in peace, love, and

freedom of their bodies and souls.

The documentary Soviet Hippies (2017, 75'/52', Estonia, Germany, Finland

co-production) tells the story how Soviet youngsters became Soviet hippies, what

motivated them to be different in the face of repression and what happened to the

people who created and fostered Soviet flower power. The documentary shifts

between observational material of the main protagonists today and the historical

narrative in a creative combination of oral history, music from the era, photographs,

Soviet animations, newly-created animations and rich archival footage, drawing the

viewer into a world that belies the common stereotype of Soviet stagnation, greyness

and conformity. The film not only tells the history of the Soviet hippie movement, but

also engages affectively with the material.

Terje Toomistu is the director and script-writer of the film. She has been working on

anthropological research and film-making since 2011. Juliane Fürst has been

researching Soviet hippie movement for many years and is currently completing a

monograph on the topic (Flowers through Concrete: Explorations in the Soviet

Hippieland, OUP, 2019). She was Toomistu's research advisor and an associative

producer of the film. We plan to introduce the film both from a historical and artistic

angle before the showing and explain the process of production and collaboration,

paying particular reference to the usage of oral history, its possibilities and limitations.

These deliberations are continued after the screening for a question and answer session.
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